Product Manager
Roles and Responsibilities
§ Identifies unmet external and internal customer needs and develops
possible feature/functionality concepts that meet those needs.
§ Gathers input from a variety of internal and external sources to define
product concepts; responds to the needs of customers throughout the
development process; analyzes competitors and market trends; evaluates
technologies; develops detailed requirements, feature definitions,
implementation plans, and internal communications.
§ Participates in cross-functional teams during the entire lifecycle of
product development, including deployment and post-deployment
activities.
§ Proactively identifies problems that arise in the project, outlines options,
recommends solutions, and escalates as needed.
§ Presents and secures approval from senior management and other key
stakeholders, as necessary.
§ Champions the needs of business teams and stakeholders throughout the
development process, ensuring that what is delivered meets the original
goals and objectives of the project. Is able to operate in areas of
uncertainty and ambiguity.
§ With complete independence, writes user stories as part of an Agile
project framework.
§ Anticipates upstream and downstream impacts of the project and works
with internal business groups to adjust business tools and practices in
order to support new features and functionality.
§ Responsible for communicating product solutions and benefits to
customers and stakeholders; including knowledge transfer and training
for on-going management of features.
§ Develops supporting business case, including financial impact and
benefits statements, to support feature/functionality concepts and sell
the concepts to internal audiences through persuasive oral and written
presentations.
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§ Partner with IT and Business Partners to manage and deliver business
capabilities and system solutions.
§ Drive business process changes necessary to simplify and optimize
operations end to end across the supply chain.
§ Identify key issues, guide and execute analysis, develop conclusions, and
present findings to members of the leadership team. Anticipate
roadblocks, both intellectual and political, and proactively address issues
before they impact business results.
§ Lead cross functional projects to support supply chain process
optimization end to end.
§ Demonstrate leadership, solution innovation and change management.
Identify process improvement opportunities, key issues, development of
conclusions and implementation plans supported with qualitative and
quantitative analysis.
§ Work in a mixed model of both waterfall and agile development and
deployment.
Skills and Qualifications
§ 3-5 years of experience managing multiple projects in various phases of
ideation, execution, or delivery.
§ Minimum Educational Level: Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field or
equivalent experience.
Required Skills
§ Domain knowledge in Retail/Shared services is highly desired.
§ Demonstrated ability to think globally/strategically and frame new and
complex issues.
§ Solid interpersonal skills with proven ability to develop and maintain
effective business partner relationships.
§ Proven success track record on past projects (i.e. met the consumer’s
need, met business objectives, delivered on-time with no/few surprises).
§ Marketplace experience: experience in an omni-channel retail
environment (direct to consumer and store retail) preferably apparel, or
other customer focused technology products.
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§ Sound business judgment: the ability to identify the business objectives,
develop and implement a business strategy on projects; capable of
making reliable business decisions during execution.
§ Demonstrated technical acumen with an ability to understand technology
solutions and potential tradeoffs – able to communicate technology
concepts to business users.
§ Excellent written and verbal communication and presentation skills;
comfortable presenting to executive-level management.
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